NetLink
Compressed trades and higher STP through one connection.
NetLink is the robust, scalable, market-leading post-trade solution for
Prime Brokers, Retail Brokers and Liquidity Providers that aggregates
retail trades to achieve up to a 99% ticket reduction, allowing
participants to dramatically reduce costs, free up processing
capacity and boost profitability.
NetLink reduces costs and decreases risk for
market participants, compressing tickets in a
controlled and automated environment by a
proven 20:1 ratio. This ensures visibility into
the original tickets (component trades) so that
exposure can be managed.

Implementing, maintaining and monitoring the
platform requires minimal IT investment. NetLink
leverages Traiana’s market-standard and cloudbased network, Harmony, which connects over
1,000 participants from both sides of the market,
across asset classes.

The solution gives Prime Brokers and liquidity
providers total visibility into component trades,
enabling trades to be held outside of their
environment while still allowing full risk control.
Net tickets can be processed operationally,
dramatically reducing costs.

NetLink drives efficiency, ensuring scalability.
Costs and processing are contained regardless
of volumes, allowing liquidity to be offered to as
many platforms as is desired. External processing
of component trades allows liquidity providers and
Prime Brokers to alleviate capacity constraints,
allowing for higher growth.
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Implementation

Real-time

NetLink leverages Traiana’s robust and proven
connectivity across the markets, ensuring that
the solution is easily activated with low
time-to-market.

The solution drives counterparties towards realtime reconciliation and speed-of-now notification
of missing or mis-booked trades, resulting in
higher STP and greater risk-management.

Savings

Scalable

The platform enables participants to make
significant cost savings by submitting net
tickets instead of component trades. Rulesbased aggregation allows for maximum trade
compression by a proven ratio of 20:1.

NetLink is capable of growing to meet the
needs of the markets both today and in the
future, scaling to provide seamless automated
aggregation of retail trades, regardless of volume.

Visibility
Component trades remain fully transparent so
that Prime Brokers can monitor and manage
credit exposure without over-margining.
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To find out more contact the Traiana team
directly: info@traiana.com
Or visit the website: www.traiana.com

www.traiana.com

